Role of hybridization and on-site correlations in generating plasmons in strongly correlated \( \text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4 \)
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Electronic correlation has been shown to play an important role in generating plasmons unconventionally in strongly correlated electron systems. In this work, we calculate the band structure, complex dielectric function, reflectivity, and loss function of \( \text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4 \) in its insulating and antiferromagnetic phase through first-principle calculations. We find strong evidence of unconventional plasmons that are generated by hybridizations and enhanced by on-site Coulomb correlations. Interestingly, these unconventional plasmons, predominantly located in the Cu-O planes, are driven by hybridizations between La 5\( p \)/Cu 3\( d \) and out-of-plane O\( 2\) 2\( p \). On the other hand, in-plane oxygen O\( \text{O}_x \) 2\( p \) induces conventional plasmons. This nonuniform hybridization scheme creates an anisotropic complex dielectric function and loss function, which can be influenced by conventional plasmons, unconventional plasmons, or a mixed state between both. Our result shows that the interplay of hybridizations, particularly involving oxygen, and on-site Coulomb correlations plays an important role in determining the properties of unconventional plasmons in strongly correlated \( \text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4 \).
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Introduction. Recent theoretical studies have shown dramatic changes in plasmonic excitations under long-range Coulomb interaction and local field effect in strongly correlated electron systems [1,2]. These theoretical studies have predicted that when an effective \( (U_{\text{eff}}) \) on-site Coulomb correlation is applied, conventional plasmons might become unconventional ones as plasmonic branches might form, excitations have become very local, and significant spectral weight transfer has occurred. Indeed, unconventional plasmons have been observed in transition metal oxides [3,4]. These observations open new research directions for both fundamental science and the potential to be used in optics and plasmonics, as they have multiple resonances, and are low loss and tunable [4]. This motivates us to investigate strongly correlated electron systems of layered copper oxides (cuprates) in order to explore an existence of this type of plasmons.

As a model system and the parent compound of cuprates, \( \text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4 \) has a rich and complex phase diagram, which exhibits phenomena such as structural transitions [5,6], antiferromagnetism [7], and biaxial anisotropy [8,9]. It has tetragonal crystal structure above \( T_c = 533 \) K [10], similar to \( \text{K}_2\text{NiF}_4 \), where it transitions into an orthorhombic phase with slight distortions ("buckling") [6]. A magnetic transition has also occurred at \( \approx 325 \) K [11,12], where it changes from paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic (AFM). Meanwhile, biaxial anisotropy has been confirmed through the determination of the complex dielectric function obtained from reflectivity measurements [8,9]. Two-dimensional correlation lengths were measured to be 1300 K within the Cu-O planes [7,11,13]. The superconductivity phase, insulator-metal transition, and Néel temperature can be varied by doping or reducing the oxygen content [7,11,14]. With such rich and exotic properties, quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) \( \text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4 \) is a very important material to be explored.

In this work, we show that based on first-principle calculations, unconventional plasmons are present in \( \text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4 \) and are highly sensitive to the strength of on-site correlations \( U \), even without any local field effects applied. Increasing \( U \) results in altering the number of excitations and therefore their intensities. Large \( U \) values reduce the anisotropy and intensities of plasmonic excitations. A partial density of states (PDOS) analysis shows that the new types of plasmons are more dominant in the Cu-O plane (ab axis) which is generated by the hybridization between La 5\( p \)/Cu 3\( d \) and out-of-plane O\( 2\) 2\( p \). On the other hand, hybridization with in-plane O\( \text{O}_x \) 2\( p \) generates conventional plasmons and removes the anisotropy. The unconventional plasmons are highly sensitive to correlation effects and exist in several energy ranges, where a mixed state between the conventional and unconventional plasmons dramatically alters the material’s anisotropy.
Method. The complex dielectric function and loss function of $\text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4$ are calculated using spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT) calculations that use the generalized gradient approximation by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation potential from LibXC libraries and the full-potential linearized augmented plane wave method, implemented in the elk software package [15-17]. We perform five DFT calculations for $\text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4$: (1) exchange-correlation only (bare DFT), (2) antiferromagnetic (with respect to the $a$ and $b$ axes), (3) antiferromagnetic with quartered $U$ and $J$ values ($U/4$), (4) antiferromagnetic with halved $U$ and $J$ values ($U/2$), and (5) antiferromagnetic with $U$ and $J$ values equal to Czyżyk and Sawatzky ($U_{\text{tot}}$) [18]. For all calculations we used the orthorhombic crystal structure of $\text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4$, where it follows the $D_{2h}^{18}$ hAbma symmetry group. The lattice parameters ($a, b, c = 5.406, 5.370, 13.15$) and atom positions (La $0.007, 0, 0.362$, Cu $0, 0, 0$, O$_a$ $0.25, 0.25, 0.007$, O$_b$ $0.969, 0, 0.187$) are based on Grande et al. [19]. We do not account for any buckling in our structure as it is considered negligible [18]. To achieve convergence, the angular momentum cutoff for augmented plane-wave functions is $l_{\text{max}} = 272 \text{ eV}$ (10 Ha) with a $k$-point mesh of $10 \times 10 \times 10$, and furthermore, a Gaussian smearing with a smearing width of 0.01 Ha (3157.8 K).

For spin-polarized calculations, a magnetic moment in each Cu atom is set to be $\pm 3\mu_B$, or $\approx 3.5 \times 10^3 \text{T}$. The large magnetic field is used only for breaking spin symmetry, where this external field is reduced by 85% for each iteration. This leaves the magnetic field to be effectively infinitesimal at the end of the calculation and speed up convergence.

For DFT+$U$ calculations, we refer to Czyżyk and Sawatzky [18], whose work is similar to this study, with a focus on achieving an experimental band gap of $\text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4$. The $U$ and $J$ values were based on constrained local-density approximation calculation by Grant and McMahan [20], free-ion optical theories [21], and empirical Slater integrals [22,23]. The values we apply for this study are $U_{\text{Cu}} = 7.42 \text{ eV}$, $J_{\text{Cu}} = 1.35 \text{ eV}$, $U_{\text{La}} = 11 \text{ eV}$, and $J_{\text{La}} = 0.68 \text{ eV}$. The Hubbard interaction is implemented with around-mean-field double counting method [18]. After the DFT+$U$ ground state is determined, the response function is generated from random phase approximation (RPA) [24] with the wave vector approaching zero ($q \to 0$).

Results and discussion. After achieving the ground state energies for each DFT calculation, we calculate the linear dielectric optical response tensor using RPA. Since we are focusing on the $a$, $b$, and $c$ axes, the tensor elements are $\varepsilon_{11}, \varepsilon_{22},$ and $\varepsilon_{33}$. From the generated linear response function, we can calculate the complex dielectric function $[\varepsilon(\omega) = \varepsilon_1 + i\varepsilon_2]$ in all three optical axes, loss function (LF) ($-\text{Im}[\varepsilon^{-1}(\omega)] = \frac{1}{\varepsilon_1 + i\varepsilon_2}$), and reflectivity ($R = \frac{(n-1)^2 - k^2}{(n+1)^2 + k^2}$). A summary of the band gaps and magnetic moments of $\text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4$ is provided in Table I for AFM+$U/4$, AFM+$U/2$, and AFM+$U_{\text{tot}}$.

We begin the analysis with a standard DFT calculation involving only exchange-correlation interaction (bare DFT). Based on band-structure calculations in Fig. 1, at this configuration $\text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4$ is conducting, where the states near the Fermi level are dominated by Cu 3$d$ and O 2$p$ states. The optical anisotropy is observed between the $ab$ axis and the $c$ axis, as shown in the difference between the imaginary dielectric function $[\varepsilon_2(\omega)]$ as shown in Fig. 4. We observe conventional plasmons between 0.25 and 1 eV, created by intraband transitions from the Cu 3$d$ bands, indicated by a Drude-like peak in both $\varepsilon_1$ and $\varepsilon_2$. The metallic phase stems from DFT’s underestimation of the band gap. To reveal the excitations of the insulating case, we can remove intraband contribution in the generated dielectric function calculation. In Fig. 2(d), the loss function bare DFT+Drude shows high intensity of conventional plasmons, indicated by the zero crossing at $\varepsilon_1$ [Fig. 2(a)]. On the other hand, the loss function of bare DFT (without any intraband contribution) is showing a peak at 1.20 eV. As there are no $\varepsilon_1$ crossings at this energy range, we believe this is a plasmon peak but is unconventional. In contrast to previous calculations, where local effects are used in the plane-wave DFT package [2], our calculations show that the unconventional plasmons are present even under weak correlations. This indicates that different mechanisms are at play in the 2D cuprate system compared to the quasi-1D system in niobates.

In the second set of calculations, antiferromagnetic ordering is included by doing a spin-polarized DFT calculation (AFM only). The moments for each Cu atom converge in the order $\pm 1 \times 10^{-3}\mu_B$ and no band gap is observed, which indicates a paramagnetic, metallic $\text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4$. Physically, we have merely assigned each electron to have spin-up and spin-down states, but with no additional on-site correlations $U$ included, the calculation converges to a similar ground state to that of bare DFT. This is confirmed in the minute differences of the band structure and optical spectra (Figs. 1 and 2). With DFT+$U$, we shall observe that the magnetic moments and band gap will increase by two orders of magnitude and will be closer to the experimental values as we progress.

| Table I. Band gap and magnetic moment of insulating $\text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4$. The magnetic moments are 45° between the $a$ and $b$ axes, here shown as the magnitude in this direction for each Cu atom. |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| Band gap (eV)   | Magnetic moment ($\mu_B$) |
| AFM+$U/4$       | 0.675            | 0.441            |
| AFM+$U/2$       | 1.287            | 0.521            |
| AFM+$U_{\text{tot}}$ | 2.260            | 0.718            |

FIG. 1. Band structure of $\text{La}_2\text{CuO}_4$ in all calculations. Energy is in eV and is adjusted to $E - E_{\text{Fermi}}$. 
Before applying on-site correlation $U$, we analyze the origins of the unconventional plasmons through the dominant orbitals responsible for such excitations. As shown in Fig. 3 and Supplemental Material Fig. S4 [25], we observe at $-1.20$ eV, the dominant bands are Cu $3d$ and O $2p$ bands, which are exactly where the main excitation in bare-DFT and AFM-only calculations is located. Interestingly, we find significant differences between the band character of oxygen atoms within the Cu-O plane ($O_{xy}$) and outside of the plane ($O_{z2}p$); they are dominant in different symmetry points energy range, where the $O_{z2}p$ band contributions alternate between $O_{xy}2p$ and $O_{z2}2p$. Furthermore, we observe between $-4$ and $-5$ eV (Fig. 3) that the hybridization between Cu $3d$ and $O_{xy}2p$ does not invoke any unconventional plasmons, suggesting that it is more likely to originate from $O_{z2}2p$.

For the third set of calculations, we implement on-site correlation $U$ on top of the spin-polarized calculations that are used to increase the band gap. At AFM+$U/4$, the $U$ and $J$ values applied in AFM+$U/4$ appear to be sufficient to create a meaningful gap, albeit a small one at $0.675$ eV, rendering $La_2CuO_4$ to be insulating. The magnetic moment now converges to $\pm 0.441 \mu_B$, indicating that the system is an antiferromagnetic order. Surprisingly, with the addition of a small $U$, dramatic changes in the optical spectra can be seen: (1) The existence of unconventional plasmons that are not buried in a Drude-like absorption, (2) increased number of plasmonic excitations from one peak to three peaks, and (3) increased intensity of the $1.22$ eV plasmonic excitation peak. Based on the energies, the three peaks are located at $0.18$, $1.22$, and $1.8$ eV. The blueshifted loss function differs by each peak, where each peak has $0.05$, $0.13$, and $0.4$ eV blueshift, respectively. It is clear that the peak at $0.18$ eV originates from plasmons and not interband transitions as it is below the band gap. On the other hand, the peaks at $1.22$ and $1.8$ eV are located above the band gap. We analyze the band-structure plots in order to highlight the possible interband transitions that can be assigned to these peaks (see Fig. S3 in the Supplemental Material [25]). We find that all the plasmonic excitations in the loss function undergo blueshift from the absorption at $\varepsilon_2(\omega)$, while interband transitions have excitations that are located with the same energy in both $\varepsilon_2$ and LF.

Other possible sources of these excitations, such as phonons, excitons, and spin-orbit interactions, are eliminated since our calculations do not include these interactions. Thus, these peaks are indeed unconventional plasmons and are sensitive to even small on-site correlation effects.

We continue our study by increasing the $U$ values. In AFM+$U/2$, the unconventional plasmons have been shifted to $2.12$ eV, seen in $\varepsilon_2$ (Fig. 2). The band gap and moments increased to $1.287$ eV and $\pm 0.521 \mu_B$, respectively (Table I). This increase is expected in the treatment of DFT+$U$ or dynamical mean-field theory models, where antiferromagnetism is reinforced by the on-site correlation $U$. Interestingly, the unconventional plasmons are somewhat merged and become one broad peak, centered at $2.53$ eV with a $0.41$ eV blueshift in the LF with respect to $\varepsilon_2$. The shape of the peak is asymmetric, with a significantly larger FWHM compared to the plasmon peaks in AFM+$U/4$. In the loss function, the broad excitation in $\varepsilon_2$ undergoes a blueshift, and it is likely composed of several peaks. This indicates that the three plasmonic excitations in AFM+$U/4$ are merged due to the additional on-site correlation. Additionally, as shown from Fig. 2, the unconventional plasmon is reduced to $\approx 50\%$, suggesting that the strongly correlated interactions initially prevalent in bare DFT and AFM+$U/4$ are competing with the applied $U$. We shall see that this intensity reduction, shift to higher energy, and merging effect are more dominant in AFM+$U_{\text{tot}}$.

Finally, when applying the $U$ values taken from Czyżyk and Sawatzky [18], our calculations can replicate experimental values of the band gap and magnetic moments. It is slightly larger than previous studies at $2.26$ eV [26,27] and the magnetic moment has increased to $\pm 0.718 \mu_B$. Intriguingly, despite the experimental agreement in the band gap, AFM+$U_{\text{tot}}$ almost completely annihilates the unconventional
is competing with the exchange-correlation effects already present in La$_2$CuO$_4$, resulting in an experimental band-gap intensity. From these observations, large on-site correlation been significantly shifted to higher energies and reduced in value but with the expense of unconventional plasmons and anisotropic optical properties.

Examining the PDOS and band character plot (Figs. 3, S4 [25], and S5 [25]), it is clear why AFM+$U_{\text{tot}}$ exhibits unusual optical properties. With the strongest $U$ value applied, the bands are compressed together along with the increased band gap. In AFM+$U/4$, the excitations are located at 0.6, 1.2, and 1.8 eV. This coincides with the Cu atoms hybridizing with the oxygen atoms, but the hybridization is not dominant at $-0.6$ and $-1.2$ eV, as the oxygen hybridization is relatively low. On the other hand, for AFM+$U_{\text{tot}}$, Osy $2p$ and Oz $2p$ are concentrated in the same energy level (0 to $-3$ eV), whereas both have higher PDOS contribution along with Cu $3d$ bands, indicating that they are highly hybridized. This coincides with the dielectric function becoming isotropic up to 3 eV. At 3.5 eV, Oz $2p$ is more dominant compared to Osy $2p$ based on the PDOS contribution. We observe that this is the exact energy of the 3.5 eV peak in $\varepsilon_2$ and the LF. Here we believe that the hybridization between Cu $3d$ and Oz $2p$ might play a role in the creation of unconventional plasmons.

To further confirm our findings, we examine higher energy excitations by examining the PDOS from $-5$ to $-18$ eV (Figs. 5 and 6). From 5 to 10 eV, Cu atoms are hybridized with Osy $2p$, but Oz $2p$ PDOS contribution is reduced significantly after $-4.5$ eV. This region is dominated by interband transitions, since a peak is present in $\varepsilon_2$, but absent in the loss function. It is clear from Fig. 3 that the Cu $3d$ hybridize with Osy $2p$ at this energy range, yet produce no unconventional plasmons. At approximately 12 eV, we observe a slight spectral weight transfer in the loss function, induced by the increase $U$. Here, we find that Oz $2p$ is dominant, but is hybridized with the La $5p$ band (Fig. 5). Its position is at approximately $-14$ eV. The corresponding reduction in loss function intensity is slightly redshifted due to the conventional plasmons (indicated by $\varepsilon_1$ crossing zero at 8 eV) and interband transitions between Cu $3d$ and Osy $2p$. From these observations, Oz $2p$ is crucial in the creation of unconventional plasmons, to a point that its effects are seen even far below the Fermi energy. On the other hand, Osy $2p$ contributes in producing conventional plasmons and interband transitions, or in other words, conforms to the band theory.

**Conclusion.** In conclusion, we have calculated the complex dielectric function and loss function of La$_2$CuO$_4$ in metallic and insulating phases and and have predicted the existence of unconventional plasmons in the Cu-O ($ab$) plane. These excitations are sensitive to Hubbard interaction $U$, where it competes with exchange-correlation effects and hybridization between La/Cu atoms that are predicted to be the origins of such plasmons. A better treatment of correlation effects is required to achieve both the correct band gap and optical properties for La$_2$CuO$_4$, yet it gives insight into the nature of unconventional plasmons under on-site $U$ correlation effects. Our band-structure analysis shows that the new type of plasmons is driven by hybridization between La/Cu atoms with out-of-plane Oz $2p$. On the other hand, hybridization with in-plane oxygen atoms, Osy $2p$, generates conventional plasmons, where a mixed state of hybridization between Cu, Osy $2p$, and Oz $2p$ removes anisotropy and all types of plasmons. These findings show that even with exchange-correlation and a small $U$ interaction, unconventional
plasmons may arise and are very sensitive to slight changes of the correlations at play. The unique hybridization in the Cu-O plane may prove to be an avenue to tune exotic excitation in oxides and other strongly correlated materials.
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